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June 2010 - Editorial

Welcome to the June issue of Capital Philately. It has been a busy start to the year with Canberra
Stampshow in March followed by the long awaited international exhibition London 2010 at the
start of May. There will be an article on the two exhibitions in the September issue. This is
turning into a very busy year for exhibitors with part-national exhibitions in Adelaide in August
and Mandurah Gust south of Perth) in November. There is also another World exhibition in
Portugal in October and a FlAP exhibition in Johannesburg in November. The New Zealand
national Palmpex is also in November making this a very busy end to the year.

In another interesting development Mr Raymond Todd FAP (Fellow of the Australian Philatelic
Order) from Western Australia received an AOM (Medal of the Order of Australia) for services
to Philately in the June honours' list. This is the third time I can recall someone receiving such
an honour for services to philately, although another well-known philatelist, Peter Troy, received
such an honour for services to surfing. Ray's award was well deserved as he has spent much time
and effort promoting philately on the national and international stages.

Despite the Global Financial Crisis, philately remains a popular hobby. Good philatelic material
continues to attract good prices which in themselves keep stamp collecting in the news. This
issue of Capital Philately is somewhat dominated by postcards with a book review, a query and
a continuation of Elspeth Bodley's article on the river Thames illustrated with postcards. There
will be another part to this story in the next issue. Tony Luckhurst updates us on the latest
Machin issues which continue to add new twists to what must by now be the longest stamp issue
in history. The current changes are certainly adding to the tale. The new security measures are
quite important and remind me of something I read the other day. Apparently I in 36 pound
coins in the United Kingdom is a forgery! And continues to rise. The level is starting to get to the
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point where the forgeries are so good that the Bank of England is thinking of scrapping them all
and reissuing something else.

Please note that I desperately short of articles on philately and I would appreciate anything, be it
long or short. I am especially interested in book reviews as many of you buy new books all the
time. It doesn't take much to write a few hundred words on any new philatelic work you buy. So
please send me contributions. I do not want my name to appear on all the philatelic articles in the
next issue!

Darryl Fuller

~
BY AIR MAIL

PAR AVION

only 8 copies of this handstamp
recorded. Of the second type there
are 21 recorded. These thirty
covers are believed to be the only
hijacked mail in the world with an
instructional marking.

I commend Daryl's article to you
but I will repeat how Daryl
believes these covers arose. Once
the hijacking was over all the mail
on the plane, many tons, was
returned to England to be sent
onto its destination. There were 10
bags of mail destined for Perth of
which 9 were returned to London,
but one was sent directly to Perth.
It is believed likely that the covers

with these markings all arose at the Perth GPO
where the handstamps were applied.

HIJACK AIRMAIL COVER 1974

The cover illustrated here would be virtually
valueless if not for the handstamp on reverse
"DELAYED EN ROUTE / AIRCRAFT
HIJACKED". The full story of this marking is
contained in article by Daryl Kibble from
Queensland in the latest issue of the Israeli
Philatelist (Vol LXI No.3, June
2010) the journal of the Society of
Israeli Philatelists. I refer you to that
article for the full story of the
hijacking which I do not want to
repeat here.

The cover came into my possession
via my sister-in-law, who
recognised it as something
interesting as a 17 year old in 1974.
It is addressed to my wife's family,
and she kept it. As it turns out there
were two different handstamps used
on covers, of which this is the first
and the scarcest. Prior to me
recording this example there were

2

There may be others out there so if you have any
mail it pays to check the back of what would
otherwise be an almost worthless cover.

Darryl Fuller
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ISRAEL REVENUE STAMPS -PART 4
Darryl Fuller

that these differences are secondary, as various
combinations may be found on the same sheet. I
feel that the perforation types are more important
and there are different combinations of regular

,..----------------------------, perforations (which I have
only just started to look at)
together with a variety of
rouletted issues - from those
with one side rouletted to
stamps with roulettes all
around. A selection of these
is shown in Figure 46. There
are also a wide range of
printings of some commonly
used values such as the
SOI.L. which comes in two

major colour combinations and a variety of
shades as shown in Figure 47. There are also a
number of major colour varieties not listed in
Wallerstein and one is illustrated in Figure 48.
Printing errors are less common in this series
except for the control numbers. There are a few
examples known of missing control numbers,
although these may be specimens, and also
stamps where the control number was incorrect

(continued/rom September 2009)

Agrah (State Tax Stamps)

0001120

75",.~..~.... ",,,,,,
0693Q020015617

;'-')1'(

250.".~•••••...,..p'"150
"""~'"'' '"''''0184239

Fig 44 The first Agrah stamps denominated in Lirot

The Agrah revenue stamps replaced the Agrah
Sherutim revenue stamps in about 1961. They
were used for similar purposes but over their
lifetime have been used on a very wide variety of
documents. They were used on official
documents and licenses, passports, hunting and
fishing licenses, birth and death certificates and
weapons licences. The Post office also used them
on a variety of documents. The stamps are in the
familiar stamp/tab arrangement and have the
word Agrah at top.

Agorot and Lirot Values

The first Agrah stamps were issued in Agorot and
Lirot values and were issued in this currency
until 1980. As inflation impacted upon the Israeli
currency the need for higher values increased.
The lowest value issued was Sag but by 1980 a
500l.L. value was issued. Examples are shown in
Figure 44. Due to their extensive use over two
decades there were many reprints of these stamps
and there are many different types of each of the
more commonly used values. There were thick
and thin papers used, shades, a variety of
perforations and some were issued on
watermarked paper. The stamps were also
overprinted at lower right with a D in Hebrew for
Doar (post), a P for PNIM (Ministry of the
Interior) and an H for HAQLAOOT (Ministry of
Agriculture). Examples are shown in Figure 45.

Wallerstein, in his catalogue lists a great variety
of prefix combinations No, Nr, * etc, but I feel
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Fig 45 Agrah stamps overprinted for various
Government Departments
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and is crossed out with a new number added.
This is illustrated in Figure 49.

Capital Philately

Fig 47 Unlisted colour for 201.L.

Rouletted at lef!

Sbeqel Values

'llC 50
-65375

Rouletted three sides

As stated above, these stamps were extensively
used and examples used on documents are shown
in Figures 50-53. However, whilst this series was

0286304

0061964

0290940
Fig 48 501.L. values showing shades and colour
varieties

used extensively not all values are easy to find
used particularly on original document.

4

In January 1981 the Agrah stamps
were reissued in sheqel values. Over
the next five years rampant inflation
saw values issued ranging from 1
sheqel to 18,000 sheqels by the end of
1985. A few of these are illustrated in
Figure 54. Due to the inflation few

collectors purchased these stamps and many are
quite hard to find. The high values from 4,500
sheqels and up were probably mainly used on
bridge passes as shown in Figure 55. These used
copies of the 4,500 and 9,000 sheqel values are
the only ones I have seen. One interesting value
is the old 30I.L. value overprinted with a
'SHEEN' which converted the stamp to a
30 sheqel value as shown in Figure 56. These
stamps are not so easy to find on document,
which may be in part because the actual
documents may not have been sold off like
revenue documents from 40-50 years ago. An
example is shown if Figure 57.

'n,lN.

200
)"""'"'''' -,

0339902

200
iiiIiII

003452

Fig 49 2001.L. value with control number
corrected.
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Fig 50 4I.L. Agrah stamps on annual gun license (Note variety ofperforations/rouletting)

-'::;H~i1=( Jfil H fi11Jjill
:J * 7970 36 'N1T:t 171.:l.

Fig 51 25ag value used to pay part ofthe fee on a postal order
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Fig 52 Receipt for passport application with tabs of 250I.L. Agrah stamps

Capital Philately

The one
problem I
have with
Wallerstein'
s listing of

these
stamps IS
the pricing.
The older
lirot values

have
catalogue

prices of up to $US290 but most can be found,
usually at a sharp discount to catalogue.
However, the sheqel values, apart from a few
rated as RRRRR, are only catalogued at up to
$US80. Having spent 10 years looking for
many of these I can tell you that they are
almost impossible to buy. Most values are
probably worth multiples of catalogue if you
could find them.

p ,:st; II 'Jon n:l1.l:l O1'l~:1 mt O?W ?"lO1

.7'~n ,,:lY ,nT Og,~ ':ll ?, p:l"~n ?,:l:l
•••••.•.......•••••••.••• U,':l

Fig 53 Rouletted 51.L.Agrah stamp on receipt for
vaccination

00000930031076

;nlK

~30.-

0495157
Fig. 56 REvalued from Lirot to Sheqels

New Israeli Sbeqel Values

In January 1986 the Israeli government
reissued these stamps in New Israeli Sheqels
(NIS) following a revaluation of the currency.
A few examples are illustrated in Figure 58.
Wallerstein only lists seven different values but
this is because they were being issued as he
was preparing the catalogue in 1986. I have
seen a number of other values, up to 300NIS,
but they are hard to find as it appears virtually
no-one was buying them. They appear to have

been used into the
1990s and I have
an example of an
unlisted 180NIS
value used on a
gun license in the
1990s, as shown in
Figure 59. I am
unsure when the
use of these
stamps stopped but
the gun license is
very late usage.

: 0000093

'>"1:'20.-
inJK

0";>::0 7.-

0007989
n'Jl(c·~",7

; ~ 0007989 0530018n:"llnn

Fig 54 Agrah stamps denominated in sheqels.
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Fig 58 Agrah stamps in New Israeli
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Fig 59 Late use of an unrecorded 180NIS
Agrah stamp on a gun license.
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Fig 55 Bridge Pass with high value Sheqel Agrah
stamps together with a 9th series revenue 20,OOOSh.
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Fig 57 120Sh value on cow's birth certificate
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Book Reviews

Darryl Fuller

Iraq: Postal History 1920s to 1940s

IRAQ
Postal History 1920s to 1940.

Airlines, Air Routes, Internal and External Postage
Rates, Ainnail Fees, charges for various other postal

services, censorship and postaUy relevant
historical matters

Douglas B. Annitage FRPSL and Robert I. Johnson FRPSL

2009

This book has an additional description on the
cover - Airlines, Air Routes, Internal and
External Postage Rates, Airmail Fees, charges
for various other postal services, censorship and
postally relevant historical matters. This
certainly sums up the book by authors Douglas B
Armitage FRPSL and Robert I Johnson FRPSL.
The book is soft bound A4 and 342 pages in
length. It is published by the Stuart Rossiter
Trust. For those who do not know, Stuart
Rossiter was a leading postal historian and when
he died he left money to set up this charitable
trust. The trust assists with the publication of
books as well as having an annual scholarship for
philatelic research. The book is of the usual high
standard expected for such publications and was
published in 2009. I picked up my copy at
London 2010. The book has a contents page,
excellent index, bibliography and some very
useful maps of airline routes. The book has a
number of covers illustrated, both in colour and

8
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black and white, and they are all produced in
high quality images.

The question arises as to why the average postal
historian would be interested in a book on Iraq
that only covers about three decades of postal
history? Put simply Iraq has played an important
part in the development of airmail routes between
Europe and the rest of the world. Regular airmail
services started in the early 1920s and helped
speed the mail. For any airmail postal historian
Iraq plays an important part in the story of
airmail. There are many detailed rate charts in the
book that should allow you to decipher the rate
on any Iraqi cover from the period. Another very
useful addition is the details of many gazettal
notices that add to the story.

Overall this book is well researched and goes
beyond a work in progress, in that I doubt there
will be a follow up edition with extra material
added. Whilst some new information may come
to light it is unlikely to be enough to require a
new edition.

It is a must if you collect Iraq postal history of
the zo" century. However, I purchased the book
because of my interest in worldwide airmail
postal history. It will certainly add to my
knowledge. For others this is the type of book
that is a must for major philatelic libraries as it
will be of interest to many collectors, but not
necessarily a book for their own libraries.

This book costs £38 from Vera Trinder (can be
ordered through the Society) but is also available
directly from the Trust, and may be cheaper this
way. Contact David Tett, PO Box 34,
Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire, AL4 8JY, UK
e-mail: davidtett@aol.com

Airmails of Trinidad and Tobago

Another book I picked up in London is Airmails
of Trinidad and Tobago by R G Wyke, and
published by the British West Indies Study Circle
of which I am a member. It is not a new book
having been published in 1999. However, I was
quite impressed with this book and thought it
worthy of a late review.

Volume 28, No.3
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The book is hardbound with a dust jacket and is
214 pages long. There are some co loured
illustrations but the majority are black and white.
The book comprises 15 chapters and 8
appendices. It covers the airmails up to 1998. As
might be expected it has details of all the first
flights but also covers commercial airmail as
well. The important War Services are covered in
some detail as well. Trinidad was an important
part of a number of airmail routes that went well
beyond the West Indies, including South
America and the important link between the
Americas and Africa during World War II.

It has over 30 pages of airmail rate tables that are
very useful and fascinating to compare. For
example in 1940 the airmail rate to Barbados was
only 12c per half ounce. The rate to the USA
was 30c but the rate to Bermuda was 48c. I
would suggest that the mail for Bermuda
probably flew to the USA first and was then sent
by airmail to Bermuda from Miami. The trick is
to find such a cover. All the flight covers are also
priced, albeit the pricing may be somewhat out of
date.

Much like the Iraq book described above,
Trinidad was an important air transit point, which
is probably why the book was written in the first
place. Certainly there are more flight covers from
Trinidad and Tobago than from any other West

Volume 28, No.3
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Indies country I can think of and some are quite
scarce but not too expensive.

This book is likely to be of use to anyone
interested in British West Indies airmail postal
history. It is also an interesting read as a history
of the development of airmails in the region. It is
available for £25 from the British West Indies
Study Circle (see www.BWISC.org) and is
actually available from David Druett who
handles sales of all the BWISC book. E-Mail
enquiries to Pennymead@aol.com View web site
at www.pennymead.com

THE SMALLEST ITEM I HAVE SEEN GO
THROUGH THE MAIL!

Darryl Fuller

The envelope illustrated above in actual size, is
the smallest envelope I have seen pass through
the mail. It measures 76mm x 57mm and was
posted in 1983. It was put through a meter
(although I am not sure how), and passed into the
mail. However, as it was undersize it was taxed
28c. The post office never collected the payment
because the card was never delivered. The
postman dropped the card in the street where I
found it but I couldn't deliver it as it had no street
address and I couldn't find the person in the
telephone book. I know that I should have given
it back to the post office but the collector in me
took over and 27 years later I found it when
sorting through some material I had.

The envelope itself contains a very small card
inviting the addressee to an antiques exhibition.
If anyone has something of similar size please
send a scan to the editor and I will illustrate it in
a later issue of Capital Philately.

9
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interesting as they used a different numeral font
(Garamond). We have been told that these
booklets will be the only ones with these
numerals. (Figs. 3a, 3b & 4) The 5p and the 54p
(see 3a & 3b) are most interesting as they are
vastly different from the sheet stamps.

For the
London
Stamp
Show
there
were two
other
Prestige
Booklets
which
will be
interestin
g. One of
the
Machin
Panes is
self-
adhesive
and will
contain
security
stamps.
There IS

also a

12
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sheet of all
the current
values of the
non-security

Machins-
from lp to
£1.46. There
is also a new

double-
headed

Machin. This
time the
Machin head
shares the

limelight
with the head
of George V.
Iwill try and

illustrate
them next
time.

Major References:
(1) Machin Mania blog
http://machinmania. blogspot.com/

(2) Norvic Philatelics http://www.norphil.co.uk/

Fig. 4 Royal Society Machin pane,-again with the 54p variety.
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TYPE I

Type II
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ROYALMTIL
Type I
12 x 2nd and 12 x 1st Booklets

ROYALMBIL
Type I
100 x 2nd and 100 x 1st Business Sheets

ROYALMPIL
TypeJ
2 x 50p, 2 x 2nd and 4 x 1st mixed pane Prestige
BookletLarge NVI ex Booklets of 4 with the word

'ROYAL' unchanged and the word 'ROYAL'
with a change to 'FOYAL', coming out of the
central cross of the diadem.

Type III

ROYAL MAIL
Type II
50 x 2nd and 50 x 1st Counter sheets

Large NVI ex Business Sheets with the word
'ROYAL' changed to 'ROYBL' coming out of the
front jewels of the diadem.

FOYALMAIL
Type II
4 x 2nd Large and 4 x 1st Large Booklets

Here is a full list of the stamps and type of
wavy text(s) known to date.

ROYALMFIL
Type II
4 x 2nd Large and 4 x 1st Large Booklets (new)

ROYAL MAIL
Typel
Counter sheets 50p and high values

ROYAL MAIL
Type 1
50 x 2nd and 50 x 1st Counter sheets

ROYAL MCIL

Type I
Customised Booklets

ROYALMRIL
Type I
10,000 x 2nd and
10,000 x 1st Coils
(Rolls) x 500 and x
1000 Coils (Rolls)non
self adhesive / no slits

ROYAL MSIL
Type I
6xlst Booklets

Volume 28, No.3

ROYBLMAIL
Type III
50 x 2nd Large and 50 x 1st Large Business
Sheets

There have been 4 Prestige Booklets that have
come out so far this year. The first two which
came out in January and February were most

Fig 3a Book I Classic Album Covers
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Tony's Machin Report
June 2010

Tony Luckhurst

It has been a busy time as a Machin collector.
There have been several new varieties to collect.
The codes on the self-adhesive security issues
have been expanded to include the year of issue
in the design.

In March there was the annual rate rise. This year
they are not doing any make-up values to convert
small letters to large letters. This will need to be
done by combining 1p, 2p, 5p, lOp, 20p stamps.
The new values printed this year were 60p
(Europe 20g), 67p (World Airmail 109), 97p
(World Airmail 20g) and now a stamp for 40g
World Airmail (£1.46). The reasoning behind the
new value is they are discontinuing the 40g Air
Mail booklets (self-adhesive) and replacing them
with 20g versions in similar colours to the sheet
stamps. I think next year they will need to
redefine "high values". Currently any value over
£1.50 is called a "high value". I think the next
rate rise will see the 40g air mail rate jump to
this!

Capital Philately

Fig. 1 Recorded Signed For Machins
Did you catch the new Recorded Delivery
Machin stamps (Fig. I)? These pay the First
Class rate and the Recorded Delivery Fee. They
have also continued the series of
Commemorative-Definitive booklets of 6. This is
the only way of getting self-adhesive versions of
the commemoratives. The first two are shown
below (Fig. 2). The Machin stamps have the
security features.

On the Machin Mania blog site (1) one of the
posts described the different types of codes
that are possible on the security issues. Thank
you to the writers of the site for putting it all
together for us!

n",

.

n n~"'·-:·~~
. ?: .,

• # ~ •• -,

Fig. 2 Commemorative Definitive Booklets

I have just found out that
the codes in the word
ROY AL MAIL have
been catalogued into (3)
three different types, this
is due to the position of
the text in relation to the
head.

Standard size definitive
NVI ex Booklets of 6,
12, Business Sheets and
Rolls with the word
'MAIL' unchanged and
with the word 'MAIL'
having a substitution of
the letter 'A'.

This type has also been
allocated to the self-
adhesive stamps from
the recent Prestige
Booklet MPIL shown
above.
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CANB£RR<A PICTUR£ POSTCARD COLL£CTORSS

a branch of the Philatelic Society of Canberra Inc.

No. 78

All Rights Reserved

June 2010

ISSN 1326-9941

BOOK REVIEW
The Coloured Shell Series of Queensland Post Cards

Published by The Queensland Card Collectors' Society Inc 2009.
96 pages soft bound illustrated in colour.

Ian McMahon
The Queensland Card Collectors' Society
CQCCS) is an active postcard collectors club
based in Brisbane. They publish a regular
newsletter (The Bulletin) which usually
includes a postcard auction.

J -'~'1
This Space maybe •.••'d 'lor

C~"~$pc"dcnc.,

POST CARD

----- j
,lit .~dlu,\0 b. w.IUen ••••••

Typical 'Coloured Shell Series' back
To mark the 150th anniversary of the
establishment of Queensland as a separate
colony, members of the Society let by Reg
Stonard have collaborated in the production of
this book on the Coloured Shell Series of
Queensland. While there were a number of
long series of cards depicting typographical
views of Queensland including the 'White'
series and the Queensland Intelligence and
Tourist Bureau cards (produced by the
Queensland Government), the Shell series
cards stand out for the vibrancy of their colour
and are arguably the best series of cards sold in
Queensland. The cards were published from

Volume 28, No.3

1905 until 1914 and were printed in Germany
by chromo lithography .

This book covers the background to the
Co loured Shell Series, early developments, the
photography and printing, the distribution of
the cards, and image and title comparisons.
Illustrations include a presentation album of
Shell cards given to Lord Lamington,
Queensland Governor 1896-1901, to mark the
Franco-British Exhibition at which Queensland
had a display.

In addition details are provided on the use of
the cards as Christmas greetings cards, for
advertising and the removal of German printing
details from the cards during World War I (the
card series stops in 1914 as access to German
printers was lost with the outbreak of the War).

The Beach Sandgate Queensland
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The books includes a galley of Selected Views,
a checklist of known cards, details of the
various types of 'backs', details of the various
series and a map shown the geographical
distribution of views.

Victoria Bridge, note the Brisbane tram

For collectors of Queensland postcards this
book is a delight but it is also of interest to
collectors of postcards generally. The
introductory text covers many of the basics of
postcards and their production and forms a
good introduction to postcard collecting.

This book is extremely well produced with
colour illustrations throughout on high quality
paper. It has required much original research
and as is the case with a publication of this type
will generate further interest and research on
this and related topics. It is wonderful to see the
outcome of what can be achieved through the
collaboration of many society members. The
book was produced with the assistance of a
grant from the Queensland Government's Q150
Community Funding Program.

Any chance of our Postcard Group producing a
similar book on the postcards of Canberra for
Canberra's loath anniversary?

The Coloured Shell Series of Queensland Post
Cards is available from the QCCS for $25.75
including postage.

A Query

Bronte Watts

I recently obtained this card (Figure la), the
last of a joined pair or triptych, and would be
interested to know whether any readers have
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seen these, or similar cards made in Australia.
As seen on the back, this card appears to have
been produced by Smith & Lane, 15 Bridge St.,
Sydney. From the message (unfortunately the
stamp and most of the postmark have been
removed), the card was posted in Melbourne on
11th April 1906 to Port Lincoln, South
Australia. I would like to buy the other card(s)
ofthis group.
Mr. Bronte Watts, Unit 3,3 Cosgrove St,
Magill, SA, 5072, phone: (08) 8431 0549;
email: wttsbrnt@yahoo.com.au)

POST CARD.
·r

-<~~l ~

" ,'-t cJ.~.~~

Figure la
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THE THAMES - Part lIb
From Palace to Castle - The Royal Thames

Teddington to Windsor

Elspeth Bodley

"The Thames is England's river, it is a thread
woven through the tapestry of national history."
(Jonathan Schneer, The Thames, England's River,

2005).

In earlier issues of Capital Philately (1) we
have travelled the Thames from its mouth
through London up to Teddington, the tidal
limit. We now resume our journey through
rural areas that have become a commuter belt
for Greater London, but there will be many
stopping places to visit towns or villages, see
the map below (Fig.l). The 90 km (54 miles)
stretch of river between the sea and Teddington
Lock is controlled by the Port of London
Authority though few ocean-going ships go
beyond Tilbury docks. From Teddington Lock
to the head of navigation at Lechlade (about
196 km or 124 miles) the navigation authority
is the Environment Agency and the river is
intensively used for leisure purposes. The
source is 110m (360ft) above sea-level and
forty-five locks control the flow of water

Fig.1 Thames Valley. Published by T.V.A.P
Oxford, Series CXLVI, unused

between Lechlade and Teddington.

The first town upstream from Tedddington is
the Royal Borough of Kingston-on- Thames.
There has been a bridge here since 1219 though
the current bridge was only opened in 1828.
(Fig. 2.) The town's other claim to fame is that
it was at one time the coronation place of
England's Saxon kings, including Edward the
Martyr II (AD975) and Aethelred the Unready
(AD979). Their reputed coronation stone is
displayed outside the Guildhall (Fig. 3).
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Kingston Market was well established by 1242
becoming a major market for a wide area.
(Fig.4.)

Hampton Court Palace is our next stopping
place (Fig.5.). Arriving by boat is the regal way
to come. Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn came
many times, accompanied by a retinue of
musicians, courtiers, maids of honour and
servants. The original Hampton Court was built
by Thomas Wolsey, Archbishop of York about
1515, just before he became Lord Chancellor of
England. He soon became the richest subject of
the King and Hampton Court reflected his
status, but two years later he incurred the wrath
and envy of Henry VIII. In an unsuccessful
attempt to appease the King, he gave him
Hampton Court with all its contents. Henry
VIII immediately began work enlarging the
house, making it one of the most luxurious
palaces in the kingdom and it continued to be
used as a Palace by later monarchs. William
and Mary in 1688 began a second great
rebuilding at Hampton Court, using Sir
Christopher Wren as their architect (Fig 6.) The
Palace has been open to the public since
November 1838 (Fig 7.).

There has been a crossing of the Thames at
Hampton since the Domesday Survey when it
was written as "Hamntone" (Fig 8.). The bridge
illustrated here has been replaced by a brick
and stone structure designed by Sir Edward
Lutyens which opened in 1930.

Molesey Lock is nearby, one of the longest,
prettiest and busiest on the river. Only
Teddington Lock is bigger.(Fig.9.) Molesey
Lock first opened for traffic in August 1815 but
the Lock shown in Fig.l0 was rebuilt in 1906.
In 1865 there was a fish ladder here to enable
salmon to make their way upriver.

A little further upstream is Garrick's Ait, a
small island close to the bank. David Garrick, a
celebrated actor of the day, lived at Hampton
House, now called Garrick's Villa, and built an
octagonal Temple in 1755 to house a bust of
Shakespeare (Fig. 11).

The river continues past Sunbury, an area
which has been settled since prehistoric times.
A Bronze Age burial mound is nearby and
traces of Iron Age houses have been found. Its
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name originated with the Saxons and the
Plantagenet kings had a palace where Kempton
Park Racecourse now stands.

The next town is Walton-on-Thames which
began as a Saxon settlement but remained a
small village until after 1838 when the railway
came. Mount Felix Mansion, the home of
Samuel Dicker who instigated the building of
the second Walton Bridge in 1750, was used as
a military hospital for New Zealand troops
during WWI and today the town has a New
Zealand Avenue as a reminder of this time.

The first Walton Bridge was a wooden lattice
structure and only lasted for a couple of years.
The second bridge lasted for over 100 years
until part of it collapsed in 1859 and from 1864
a new iron lattice girder bridge (Fig.12) was
used until it was severely damaged in WWII.
Since then there have been temporary bridges
pending a long-term construction.

Leaving Walton-on-Thames, the main channel
of the Thames is through the Desborough Cut.
This was dug in the early thirties as Depression
'stimulation funding' and was named after
Lord Desborough who opened it in 1935. The
old course of the river swings in a winding loop
to the north, touching Shepperton (Figs.13 &
14).

The River Wey joins the Thames just beyond
the upstream end of the Desborough Cut
(Fig.15). This river is one of the 38 main
tributaries of the Thames between its source
and Teddington. The Wey has two sources, one
near Alton in Hampshire and the other near
Blackdown in West Sussex; the two streams
join at Tilford and then flow on through
Guilford to join the Thames. The river has two
canalised stretches, the longest having been
constructed around the time of the English
Civil War 350 years ago. The canals provided
almost 20 miles (32 km) of navigable water
connecting Surrey with London and ensured
that the county became one of the wealthiest
and most influential areas in Britain.

The Thames continues past Chertsey, used by
the Romans as an observation post and where
the Benedictines founded an Abbey in AD666,
to Staines (Fig 16) which has been an important
river crossing since Roman times. The earliest
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bridge known lasted until the early 1800s but
four bridges have been built since then.

Two miles upriver from Staines is one of the
most famous places in British history - Magna
Carta Island at Runnymede (Fig.17). The
National Trust owns 72 ha (188 acres) of the
historic riverside meadows when King John
affixed his seal to the Magna Carta on June 15th

in 1215 (Fig. 18). A copy of the document,
made in 1297, is on permanent display in
Parliament House, Canberra (Fig.19).

After passing
through the New
Cut which cuts
off a wide loop
of the river,
creating Ham
Island, we come
to Datchet (Fig
20) and after
rounding another
wide bend of the
river, come to
Eton (Figs. 21,
22) with Windsor
Castle in sight.
(Figs.23, 24 &
25)

Royal Windsor has been a
royal residence since the
12th century when William
the Conqueror built the
castle, now one of the
oldest inhabited castles in
the world. All English
monarchs have lived here
and many have
reconstructed and restored
the buildings (Figs.26 &
27). Its importance to the Fig.19 Brochure
present Royal Family is from Parliament
shown by the fact that House, Canberra
George V took Windsor
has his surname during World War I instead of
the Germanic Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.

Fig.18 King John sealing
Magna Carta by Ernest
Normand. Publisher Fine
Arts Publishing Co,
unused

Magna Carta

We have followed the route the Royal Barge
took between the Palace of Westminster and
Windsor Castle but are still only 24 miles from
London Bridge. There are more than 100 miles
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ahead before we reach Lechlade, the head of
navigation but that exploration will have to
wait for another day.

Capital Philately
Note: (1) Part I, London's River, in Vo1.24No.4, August
2006; Part Ila, From Palace to Castle, the Royal Thames
(as far as Teddington) in Vo1.25, Nos 3&4, May-August
2007.

Fig.2 Kingston Bridge. No publisher, unused.

Fig 4 Kingston-on-Thames Market Place. Publisher
W C Bryan, Kingston-on- Thames, unused.

Fig.6 Aerial view of Hampton Court Palace showing
the Wren extension in front and the Tudor portion
behind and closer to the Thames. Published by
Unichrome of Bath, unused.

Volume 28, No.3

Fig 3 Coronation Stone of the Saxon Kings. No
publisher, unused.

Fig.S Hampton Court Gardens and Houseboats.
Publisher A.S. No.237, postally used 1904.

Fig 7 River at Hampton Court. Published by J & S
(Gy) Ltd, postally used 1947.
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Fig 8 Hampton Court Bridge. Raphael Tuck & Co.,
unused.

Fig.10 Molesey Lock & Rollers. Publisher W C Bryan,
Kingston-on- Thames, unused.

Fig.12 Walton-on- Thames - The Bridge.
Photographed by Louis Levy, No.534, postally used
1907.
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Fig.9 'Moulsey (sic) Lock, coming over the Rollers &
Leaving Lock'. Publisher Davidson Bros, Series
No.7048, postally used 1907.

Gurid('!' Yi1l3, Hamptort.

Fig.ll Garrick Temple and Hampton Church. No
publisher, unused.

Fig.I3 Shepperton, before the Desborough Cut
was constructed. No publisher named, postally
used 1907.
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Fig.14 The Thames above Shepperton.
No publisher named, unused.

Fig.16 The Thames near Staines. Publisher C W
Faulkner & Co, Series No. 366B, postally used
1905.

Fig.20 Datchet-on- Thames. Publisher by
S Hildesheimer & Co, unused.
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Fig.lS The Weir at Weybridge. Publisher F Frith &
Co Ltd, Reigate

III'r~u.-;L~J,-.l
Fig.17 Magna Charta Island by W B Wimbush.
Publisher Raphael Tuck & Sons, unused

Fig.21 Eton College from the Thames. Publisher
Judges Ltd, unused.
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Fig.22 Eton College - original classroom built by
Henry VI in 1440. Publisher Valentine & Sons,
used 1950.

Fig.24 Aerial view of Windsor Castle with the
Thames in the background. Publisher Pitkin
Pictorial Postcards, unused.

Fig.26 Windsor Castle: Dean's Cloister & Anne
Boleyn's Window. Publisher Salmon Series,
unused.
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Fig.23 Windsor from the river. Publisher The
Linden Series, No.114, unused.

Tht. C.utl~!"no 8ndge Windsor.

Fig.25 Windsor - Castle and Bridge. No publisher,
postally used 1909

Fig.27 Windsor Castle: Horseshoe Cloisters.
Publisher T E Cochrane, Windsor, unused.
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